a link between Godhood and Manhood, some god must become
man/'
"Or some woman become God" said the black girl. "That
would be far better, because the god who condescends to be
human degrades himself; but the woman who becomes God exalts
herself."
"Allah be my refuge from all troublesome women" said the
Arab. "This is the most troublesome woman I have ever met. It
is one of the mysterious ways of Allah to make women trouble-
some when he makes them beautiful. The more reason he gives
them to be content, the more dissatisfied they are. This one is dis-
satisfied even with Allah Himself, in whom is all majesty and all
might. Well, maiden, since Allah the glorious and great cannot
please you, what god or goddess can?"
"There is a goddess of whom I have heard, and of whom I
would know more" said the black girl. "She is named Myna; and
I feel there is something about her that none of the other gods
can give."
"There is no such goddess" said the image maker. "There are
no other gods or goddesses except those I make; and I have never
made a goddess named Myna."
"She most surely exists" said the black girl; "for the white
missy spoke of her with reverence, and said that the key to the
universe was the roof of her womanhood and that it was bodi-
less like number, which has neither end nor beginning; for
you can count one less and less and less and never come to a
beginning; and you can count one more and more and more and
never come to an end; thus it is through numbers that you find
eternity."
"Eternity in itself and by itself is nothing" said the Arab.
"What is eternity to me if I cannot find eternal truth?"
"Only the truth of number is eternal" said the black girl.
"Every other truth passes away or becomes error, like the fancies
of our childhood; but one and one are two and one and nine ten
and always will be. Therefore I feel that there is something god-
like about numbers*"
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